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Chapter Four

What happens when you 
don’t get enough sleep?

• Poor-quality sleep associated 
with stress and depression

• Decrease total sleep time 
=>increases stress hormone 
levels

• Sleep deprivation => 
deterioration of mental and 
physical processes

• Extreme sleep deprivation => 
hallucinations and psychotic 
symptoms.

• If you don’t get enough sleep, 
your brain won’t have enough 
time to resolve the issues 
bothering you during the day. 
=>Nightmares

Sleep hygiene

Irregular sleep patterns 
were tied to the main 
components of metabolic 
syndrome, including 
obesity, hypertension, 
increase blood glucose, and 
high cholesterol. Every 
one-hour night-to-night 
difference in the time to 
bed or sleep duration 
multiplies the adverse 
metabolic effect.

https://www.medpagetoda
y.com/endocrinology/gener
alendocrinology/80320
(6/7/2019)
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Natural Sleep Drive (1)

______________________: pressure to sleep 
that builds the longer one is awake
• Accumulation of the neurochemical __________ that is 

a byproduct of energy metabolism in the brain
• Different people may have stronger or weaker 

homeostatic sleep pressure systems
• Adenosine is cleared out of your brain and the pressure 

to sleep is reduced
• _____________________________________

Natural Sleep Drive (2) 

__________________: the sleep-and-wake pattern
• Coordinated by the brain’s master internal clock, the 

_________________________
_________________________(e.g., jet lag), can cause a 
person to feel unwell

• _________________________: phenomena such as _____
can influence and reset the body’s master clock.  Also, 
______________________.

• _________ has a direct connection to the SCN via specific eye 
cells. Exposure to _______ can reinforce unhealthy behavior 
(e.g., _______________ ->shift your sleep cycles)

• __________: a hormone that helps control sleep-and-wake 
cycles and circadian rhythms by preparing you to sleep
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Sleep Biology 
Stages of Sleep

Distinct stages characterized 
by different patterns of 
electrical brain activity
 This architecture changes 

over the course of the life 
span

Brain activity is typically 
monitored with an 
electroencephalogram 
(EEG)
 Wakefulness pattern is the 

alpha rhythm, characterized 
by regular brain waves 8 to 10 
times per second

 Brain waves change and 
different parts of the brain are 
activated or suppressed in 
three stages of sleep

EEG Pattern Changes with 
each stage of sleep

One sleep cycle
• Each sequence lasts _____ 

minutes

• REM periods get longer during 
__________ of the night

• Memorable dreaming occurs in 
REM, AFTER ____ of sleep
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Sleep Cycles

• In sleep, people go 
through repeating 
cycles of the three 
stages of NREM sleep 
followed by periods of 
REM sleep
During one night of 
sleep, the sleeper 
typically goes through 
____________ cycles 
of NREM sleep 
(_____ stages) 
followed by REM 
sleep. One cycle lasts 
about _______ 
minutes

Professor Betty C. Jung
https://hibr.com/sleep-calculator/

Sleep cycles: NREM & REM
• Stress hormone levels 

• Low during ________ 
sleep

• Increase during ____ sleep

_____________________
(_____) sleep (cell restoration 
and repair):

 Stage I (____): the lightest 
stage, easily awaken, not 
aware of having fallen 
asleep 

 Stage II (____): deeper but 
still light; heart rate slows 
and body temperature 
drops. 
____________________
____________________
____________________

 Stage III (___): 
_____________, or 
deep sleep; necessary for 
feeling well rested upon 
waking. Longer in the 
first part of the night. 
Length increases with 
exercise, if awakened may 
be first confused.

________________ (REM) 
sleep: the final stage of sleep, in 
which most dreaming occurs

 Duration of REM sleep 
increases with each 
successive sleep cycle, and 
so does the circulating 
stress hormones
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Sleep and Its Relation to Health 

Sleeping difficulty is often present in people 
struggling with depression or mood disorders
• Lack of sleep can cause irritability and affects emotions
• Sometimes sleep problems are correlated with suicide 

risk

Better sleep may help prevent the development of 
mild cognitive impairment and dementia with age

Sleep habits can also affect athletic performance
• Amount of sleep, circadian rhythms, and the hormones 

released during sleep all appear to be factors
• Sleep is vitally important to intense skills training

Sleep Effects on Health

Poor sleep can increase risk 
of developing body pain and 
create a lower pain threshold

Sleep helps maintain a 
______________. Affects 
appetite-regulation factors 
such as the neuroendocrine 
substances ______ and 
_______

Limited or poor-quality sleep 
affects the risk of both 
cardiovascular disease and 
diabetes

_____________ in 
particular is linked to 
hypertension and to 
problems with glucose 
regulation

• Drowsy driving kills!
• ___________: momentary 

lapse of concentration => 
fatal crash.

• 24 hours without sleep 
impairs a driver like a blood 
alcohol level of _____%.

• Most at risk: ______ hours 
of sleep

• Peak period for drowsiness-
related accidents is between 
_______________.

• Sleepiness is worsen with 
substance use 
(____________________
_____________________
____________________).
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Sleep Disorders 
__________________

Sleep problem involving the 
inability to fall or stay asleep

 _____________: Sleep 
disruption 3 nights/week and 
lasts at least 3 months

 Intervention and treatment 
address sleep disrupters or 
circadian rhythm factors

 Changing one’s sleep routine 
can bring relief

 Environmental factors, 
exercise, and caffeine can be 
significant

 If sleep problems persist, visit 
your physician

___________________

A feeling of discomfort or 
body tension, often 
affecting the _____
Common and treatable
Simple measures:  More 
exercise, avoiding 
caffeine, stretching 
muscles, and ensuring 
appropriate levels of iron
Medications are 
sometimes needed

Sleep Disorders 
______________

Involuntary, repeated 
interruption of normal 
breathing during sleep
 Caused by blocked airways or 

faulty brain signaling
 Probably the most common 

disrupter of sleep
 Major medical problems are 

associated: high blood 
pressure, heart attack, and 
stroke

 Treatments range from 
lifestyle adjustments to 
medical devices—such as 

 ___________________
___________________
___________________

________________

A rare neurological disorder 
characterized by excessive 
daytime sleepiness, sleep 
paralysis, and sudden loss of 
muscle control
Caused by a ____________ in 
the brain
________________ can come 
as an overwhelming urge to sleep 
while driving, working, or eating
After sleep, the paralysis of REM 
lingers
__________, a sudden loss of 
muscle control, may cause slurred 
speech, a jaw dropping, or legs 
buckling
Treatments are few and often 
ineffective


